
• An increase in loin marbling score (LMS) is related to
increased pork palatability.

• The Duroc breed has high economic merit due to
superior growth and efficient food utilization, but
intense selection for leanness has decreased its meat
sensorial characteristics.

• Obtaining and validating genes associated with LMS
could increase accuracy of LMS selection.
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Some of the SNPs significantly associated with loin
marbling score in Duroc pigs were located close
to/within genes involved in lipid metabolism.

These identified genes are potential candidates for
explaining the underlying genetic variation in loin
marbling score in Duroc pigs and deserve further
investigation.
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GWAS

Enrich

• Identify chromosomal regions associated with LMS
in Duroc via Genome-Wide Association Study
(GWAS).

• Enrich findings to identify genes that contribute to
genetic variation in LMS.

Objectives

Biological Process (BP) or Pathway Gene Symbol

BP: steroid metabolic process SORL1a,i

APOBa

BP: sterol metabolic process SORL1a

APOBa

BP: transmission of nerve impulse GRIK4a

CLCN1a

BP: neurological system process GRIK4a

ITGA8i

Pathway: Regulation of actin cytoskeleton FGF23a

ITGA8i

List of relevant biological processes and pathways 
enriched in functional analysis of genes associated with 
LMS 

a SNP located up to 100kb of gene;   i Intron variant
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Figure 1. Selected chromosomal plots of a genome-wide association 
study for loin marbling score in Duroc pigs
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Figure 2. Chromosomal plots from the Genome Wide Association Study for loin marbling score in 
Duroc pigs; blue dots significant at 10%, red at 5%, and green at 1%
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